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Diversity In U S M
A couple of weeks ago, I was interviewed for a video commemorating a diversity event I moderated back in 2018. To prep me, the organization sent me a list of questions. “What does diversity mean to ...
I’m Not Answering Your Dumb Diversity Questions: Guest Column
The university has faced complaints related to claims of racial discrimination and retaliation. Here's what's being done to add more diversity.
When it comes to faculty diversity, how does Texas A&M University-Kingsville measure up?
Jim Huntley, Susanna Pollack, Gordon Bellamy, and Laila Shabir on making diversity, equity and inclusion a business goal and the importance of diverse role models ...
Insights about diversity and inclusion from Take-Two's E3 2021 panel
Tech has long had a diversity problem, but in open source, it’s even worse. U.S. Bureau of Labor data shows ... in gender identity and ethnicity. I’m also not the only first-gen American ...
Open source’s diversity problem
Randstad US Diversity & Inclusion Leaders to Present at Inclusion21 Randstad US Chief Diversity Officer, Audra ...
Randstad US Diversity & Inclusion Leaders to Present at Inclusion21
As much as I agree that media need to be more diverse in our employment and outreach, that’s hardly ... I’m not unhappy to see the mayor acknowledge that Chicago media need more diversity.
Column: Mayor Lightfoot’s call out for media diversity didn’t have to look like a stunt
TOKYO — For the Army’s first Vietnamese ... past wrongs” of the U.S. military, Edwards said. “We are not taking our foot off the gas on this,” he said. “Our diversity is what makes ...
Racism he endured drove first Vietnamese-born US Army general’s passion for diversity, inclusion
In fact, according to the SBA and Embroker’s “106 Must-Know Startup Statistics for 2021”, 99% of U.S. businesses ... in small businesses. I’m also a Certified Diversity Executive, and ...
Running a startup? Here’s why you should care about diversity and inclusion
A year ago this month, we all watched the aftermath of George Floyd's murder. Across the U.S. people demanded ... at the hands of police, and I'm afraid to say he won't be the last.
Journalism's diversity work must start outside the newsroom
Olson has a keen understanding of how much potential is wasted by a lack of diversity in corporate America ... and when he came to the U.S., he couldn’t read or write English.
How ‘We Are Rosie’ Is Working To Solve Marketing’s Diversity Problem
Ashley Banjo revealed Elton John reached out for a private chat after Diversity’s powerful Black ... of people that don’t want to see us win. I’m sure a lot of people that complained won ...
Ashley Banjo reveals Elton John reached out for private chat after Diversity’s powerful BLM performance
His brother Jordan, 28, who also featured in I'm a Celebrity ... our families with us, and the boys, so we’re lucky to have each other." Two weeks ago, Diversity's performance was nominated ...
Diversity’s Jordan Banjo reveals he still gets racist abuse over BLM dance routine on Britain’s Got Talent
Asmeret Asefaw Berhe is known for her climate-related research and efforts to increase diversity in science ... if confirmed by the U.S. Senate, would be the first person of color to direct ...
Biden’s pick to lead Department of Energy science signals focus on climate and diversity
Samuel A. Ramirez & Company, Inc. announced today that Senior Managing Director Samuel A. Ramirez Jr. will speak on a panel about the importance of building diverse teams ...
Ramirez to Participate in SIFMA's Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Leadership Summit
“When you talk about diversity, that is the only thing that’s going to make things better in this world,” he said. “I don’t see any other way for us to move ... then I’m going to ...
Maury’s diversity is building relationships beyond baseball
I’m talking to Dr. Shaw just a few days before the ... It is, in fact, the organization’s second accelerator project. The first - conceived as a “Black tech” accelerator was launched ...
Towards Diversity—Why A U.K.-Based Organization Has Launched An A.I. And Blockchain Accelerator For Black Founders
Silence about justice and diversity issues was no longer acceptable ... experts from GlobeSt.com will also be joining us. On May 25 at 1 p.m. EST, we’ll be sending a series of questions from ...
Join Us for a Twitter Chat on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Tune in to KCRA 3 at 7:30 p.m ... diversity is extremely important," said Ray Del Carlo, Emily Del Carlo's grandfather. "That really helps to teach kids acceptance," said Mah-Nakanishi. "The ...
'It's about creating inclusiveness': Celebrating Asian culture and diversity in children's books
May 25, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Jumpstart, the world's first Diversity Recruitment Platform ... Canvas has enabled this strategy by giving us greater access to diverse pools of talent that want ...
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